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Business Practice for Process for Decrementing Available 
Transmission Capacity for Addition of Designated Network 

Resources 
 

 
Pursuant to the provisions of Section 30.2 of the Transmission Provider Tariff, a Network 
Customer may add a new Designated Network Resource (“DNR”) by providing the 
Transmission Provider as much advance notice as practicable and submitting a request 
for modification of service pursuant to an Application under Section 29 of the Tariff.  
Depending on the location of the new DNR, Transmission Provider may be required to 
decrement Available Transmission Capacity (“ATC”) in order to provide a firm delivery 
path for such DNR to the appropriate Network Loads.   
 
In the process of evaluating new DNR requests, Transmission Provider will evaluate the 
impact on the transmission system, incorporating existing transmission capacity 
commitments both for long-term firm point to point transmission services (granted and 
requested prior to the submission of the DNR request under Section 30.2), as well as the 
location of the existing Network Loads and existing DNRs.   Further, in order to properly 
reflect the commitment of ATC and the location of the DNR, the Transmission Provider 
may be required to create new transmission paths in order to properly decrement only the 
specific transmission capacity required to integrate the DNR into the Control Area. 
 
In order to assure maximum transparency in the process of decrementing ATC for 
additional DNRs, Transmission Provider will enter transmission service requests (TSRs”) 
on the specific paths for a fixed amount of capacity.  To the extent the DNR is in the form 
of a qualifying long term power purchase, the term for the decremented ATC will reflect 
the term of the power purchase.  To the extent the DNR is a new generating facility, 
Transmission Provider will reflect a ten year term for the decremented ATC.  A full 
description of Transmission Provider’s methodology to determine ATC is provided in the 
Transmission Provider Tariff, located in the “Tariff” folder of the “Documents” postings 
on Transmission Provider’s OASIS site. 
 


